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Like so much else in China, 
golf is booming, a burst that 
has brought an explosion 
of new courses unmatched 
by any country in the world. 
But with about 600 layouts 
to choose from, where do 
you start? Here, six of the 
newer, not-to-be-missed 
beauties at clubs and 
resorts around the country.
B Y  J O S H  S E N S

Must-Play China 
Golf Courses

Dongzhuang 
Beach Golf Club
Where: Suburban Shanghai

Must play: Links Course

Layout: 7,430 yards, par 72

Wow factor: Set along the mouth  
of the Yangtze River, the Links 
Course is the newer of two layouts 
at this high-end property. It lives  
up to its name with firm, fast 
fairways and elevated putting 
surfaces that demand the most out 
of your bump-and-run game. With 

tees and greens set close together, 
the design is made for walking,  
a traditional touch on a layout 
whose gorselike native grasses 
bring the look and feel of Ireland  
to Shanghai’s outskirts.

Notable hole (you heard it 
from us): No. 7 (186 yards, par 3). 
With long views into the distance, 
and long rough around its edges, 
the stunning par 3 shows off the 
layout’s linksy nature. So do the pot 
bunkers on either side of the wide 
but shallow green. You should avoid 
them at all costs.
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6 The Dunes at 
Shenzhou Peninsula
Where: Hainan Island, a tropical island off 
China’s southern coast

Must play: East and West courses

Layout: West Course (7,484 yards, par 72);  
East Course: (7,258, par 72)

Wow factor: Once known on Tour for his 
classic swing, Tom Weiskopf is now hailed for 
his classic taste in architecture, an aesthetic that 
comes through at this 36-hole complex, set amid 
a dunescape by the South China Sea. On both 
the East and West courses, Weiskopf let the land 
dictate the flow of his designs, which curl through 
the sandy rises of a rugged setting, buffeted by 
ever-shifting coastal winds. An elegant clubhouse 
overlooks the 18th holes of each.

Notable hole (you heard it from us): No. 8, 
West Course (455 yards, par 4). Set hard on the 
edge of the South China Sea, this eye-catcher 
plays from elevated tees that provide some  
of the best views on the course. By challenging 
the dunes and fairway bunker on the left, you’ll 
leave yourself the best angle to the green.

For more info: shenzhougolf.com
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Lan Hai  
International  
Golf Resort
Where: Chongming, an island of Shanghai

Must play: Woodland Course

Layout: 7,208 yards, par 72

Wow factor: This artful Nicklaus Design 
layout, opened this past spring, spools around a 
constellation of lakes, tranquil ornaments that 
add an appropriate degree of terror. The shot-
making requirements (think a couple of carries 
over water and slight fades around doglegs) make 
the Woodland a sweet complement to its sister 
track, the Links, the second of two courses at this 
upscale facility.

Notable hole (you heard it from us): No. 18 
(437 yards, par 4). Among the perils on this stout 
finisher are an island green and a lake that runs 
up the fairway’s left side. Because there are no 
bunkers, it’s best to bomb it up the left side, which 
leaves a shorter shot on your delicate approach.

For more info: lanhairesort.com
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Stoneforest 
International 
Country Club
Where: Kunming, in Yunnan province

Must play: Leaders’ Peak Course

Layout: 7,528 yards, par 72

Wow factor: The Stone Forest, a dramatic 
set of limestone outcrops in southwest 
China, is one of the country’s natural 
wonders, and this Schmidt-Curley design, 
one of three on the property, ain’t  
shabby either. Its tree-flanked fairways 

run through the shadows of the craggy 
peaks — many of the holes are actually set 
amid the rock formations — with arresting 
views of an ancient setting that makes 
Leaders’ Peak one of the most unusual 
layouts you’ll ever see.

Notable hole (you heard it from us):  
No. 12 (196 yards, par 3). The green here is 
an island unto itself — an island ringed by 
rocks instead of water. The putting surface 
is huge, but the outcrops that surround it 
make the tee shot imposing. Not only do 
they obscure your view of the target, they 
swallow your ball, like water, if you miss.

For more info: en.shilingaoerfu.com

Mission Hills 
Haikou
Where: Hainan Island

Must play: Shadow Dunes Course

Layout: 6,428 yards, par 70

Wow factor: Precision, not power,  
is the premium at this rollicking 
course. Shadow Dunes is one of 
10 new layouts at the Mission Hills 
complex. But it stands out from the 
crowd with the striking contours 

on its greens and fairways — wild 
undulations that produce quirky 
bounces and enhance the charms of 
an already endearing course.

Notable hole (you heard it from 
us): No. 13 (153 yards, par 3). Brains  
take precedent over brawn on this 
strategic little tester, which plays to a 
giant triple-green that also holds the 
flags for the 5th and 7th holes. Pay 
attention to pin position. A three-putt 
awaits if you aim for the wrong tier.

For more info: missionhillschina.com
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